
Speed and Accuracy in English
Transcription

There are numerous English transcription service providers in
the market, catering to a wide array of client needs from
legal to medical to business transcription. Confirming per
minute charges and turnaround times are vital considerations
during vendor selection. Incorrect vendor selection might lead
to suboptimal work delivery and deadline breaches.

How can you choose a partner who can ensure short turnaround
times without sacrificing quality?

Read on, as we guide you through the key elements that support
all of our services in this blog.

Why choose Voxtab?

Voxtab, a renowned provider of English transcription services,
goes  beyond  basic  transcription  to  deliver  more  complete
“integrated”  solutions.  With  every  transcription  order  you
submit, you will have access to a variety of complimentary
features that are otherwise fee-based.

Outstanding Quality

Voxtab’s promise – best-in-class 99% transcription accuracy.
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No matter the job or deadline, quality trumps all.

1.  Quality Management System – ISO 9001:2015

Voxtab’s services conform to the exacting ISO standards. With
Recruitment,  Quality  Management  and  Training,  and  Project
Management – all geared toward meeting the ISO expectations
and delivering Wow! with each order.

2. 3-Tier Quality Assurance

Each assignment goes through a stringent three-step quality
check spearheaded by veteran professionals: Transcribers and
widely  experienced  Quality  Analysts.  Every  transcript  must
meet several quality checkpoints before being delivered to the
client.

3. The Team

Voxtab only hires transcribers and quality analysts from a
small pool of highly competent candidates. Each team member is
a subject matter expert, in addition to being a fluent English
speaker. You receive grammatically and contextually accurate
transcripts.

Quick turnaround time

Turnaround time for a project is frequently as crucial as
quality. In general, outsourcing transcription indicates that
you lack the time to complete it on your own and that you are
dependent for a fast and correct transcript. How do you know
your service provider will deliver as promised?

You  can  watch  out  for  a  few  different  indicators.  For
instance, Voxtab depends heavily on the skill and knowledge of
our team to guarantee that time savings are achieved wherever
possible:

1. Professionals with extensive experience and elan



All of our transcribers and quality analysts are seasoned
professionals, and they have an average of at least 8.8 years
of work experience. They are experts at grappling with the
complex and delivering consistent client delight.

2. Industry authorities

With a decade and a half of stellar service delivery, Voxtab
has  made  its  mark  as  an  industry  leader.  Harnessing  the
dynamic capabilities of our team, we are your perfect partner
for all transcription needs.

3. Strict Process Control

Every project is rigorously tracked throughout its lifecycle
in  accordance  with  ISO  standards.  On  time  deliveries  are
guaranteed with effective deadline tracking by our Project
Management Team.

We offer a wide range of delivery plans. All designed to
ensure that your orders, irrespective of the total duration,
are processed with the same care and diligence. You can choose
the plan best suited to your needs:

Super Express Express Standard Relaxed     

Up to 120
minutes

2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days

Every
additional
120 minutes

+ 1 day + 2 days + 3 days + 4 days

 

At Voxtab, we honour deadlines – come what may. Any delays
result in a 20% discount!

In the end, there is no clear winner in the debate between
turnaround times and quality. We think you shouldn’t ever be
forced to decide between the two as a customer. Particularly
in academic and legal professions, where precision is crucial.



An erroneous transcript can be just as useless as one that is
delayed. Let Voxtab be your partner in success – We Are All
Ears!!

https://www.voxtab.com/

